
 

7 November Secondary School November 2010 / 2011 
Jammel Mid-Term Test N◦1 (A) Mr. Jaziri  
                                                                           1st  Form 
  

Name: __________________________  Class: _________________ Number: ________  

Listening:8 marks 

1. Listen to the text and answer with True or False. (4marks) 

 

a. It takes eight hours from London to Edinburg by car.               _______________ 

b.  It takes ten hours to get from London to Edinburg by bus.       _______________ 

c. It takes six hours to get from London to Edinburg by train.        _______________ 

d. It takes fifty minutes to get from London to Edinburg by plane.  _______________ 

2. Listen to the text and fill in the blanks. (2marks) 

 

- Good morning sir, can I _____________ you? 

- Yes, I want to _______________ to Edinburg and I am not _________________ of the best 

way to get ________________. 

3. Listen and write “S” in front of the similar sounds and “D” in front of the different 

sounds. (2 marks) 

 

a. Drive                                              Price        __________ 

b. Cost                                                Hour        __________ 

c. Pound                                            Motorway   __________ 

d. Ticket                                             Seventy     __________ 

LANGUAGE: 12 marks 

1. Circle the correct alternative. (4marks) 

Computer game makers have always said that the players must (takes / take / taken) regular breaks 

from the games. Last week two boys (suffer / suffered / have suffered) epileptic fits while (play / 

played / playing) the addictive screen games.  

One of the boys (was taken / is taken / were taken) to hospital after playing a fighting game on 

Nintendo for half an hour on Christmas day.  



 

Now, warnings about possible (dangerous / dangers / endanger) for a very few people with a type of 

“photo-sensitive” epilepsy (on / of / up)   every game. But critics (have always claimed / always 

have claimed / have claimed always) that the warnings should (being / been / be) visible on the 

outside of the package. 

2. Provide the correct WH question. (3 marks) 

 

- Hello Jane, _____________did you come from London? 

- Yesterday morning. 

- Will you stay here for a long time? 

- No, just one week. 

- ___________? 

- Because I have many things to do in London.  

- ______________ are you doing there? 

- I’m working in an export company. 

- Oh! That’s nice. ______________ much money do you earn? 

- I earn a lot of money. 

- ___________ do you live in London? 

- In the South. I share a house with my friend Tom.  

- ____________ is Tom? 

- He is about thirty years old. 

3. Fill in the blanks with words from the box. Be careful! There is an extra word in the list. 

(4marks) 

 

      achieve – famous – grew – confidence – hard – come – very – confident – left  

 

John is twenty five years old. He ________________ up in a poor family. But he is ____________ 

ambitious. 

 He ________________ school at the age of fifteen and worked in a restaurant. John was 

_________________ working boy. He wanted to save money and ________________ his dream of 

having his own restaurant. Now John’s dream has ________________ true. His restaurant is very 

___________________ and tourists come from all over the world to visit it.  

“Self-_______________ and hard work are necessary for any person who wants to be rich.”, said 

John. 


